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The Spring Arty Wooden Works of Gallery Chuan


	 Gallery Chuan has launched out the 2019 S/S new collection with the artist, David 
Liao, to let the arty wooden works adorn your space. 


	 The artist, David Liao, is fond to use the scrap of wooden material to create the 

works.  The new collection, “Spring”, inspired by the mountain full of blossom, the artist 
combines light pink and coral red adorning with shining gold color and gold leaf. The 
color also corresponds to the PANTONE color of the year 2019, Living Coral. This 
collection express the joyful inspirit of spring.


	 In addition to the “Spring” Collection, in the “Aggregate” collection, David has 
kept the surface of tree to make the conflict between rough and  smoothy texture. While 

the “Overlook” collection symbolized the traveler taking a rest and looking over the 
world.


Spring Collection 
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Aggregate


Overlook 
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About David Liao  (1959 - ) 
	 Over 30 years in the art field, Liao is familiar with communication of art culture 
between Eastern and Western country and space aesthetics. This inspired him to create 
photography and even sculptures recently. Liao’s creation is deeply influent by the realism 
sculptor Constantin Brâncuşi (1987-1957) and Taiwan modern art grandmaster Chen Ting 
Shih(1913-2002). He is fond to use the scrap of wooden material and other found objects, 
and then combines with architecture elements to show the aesthetic feeling of space 
construction. 


About Gallery Chuan 

	 The character, CHUAN, means the bamboo creel full of the abundance of nature. 
Under this concept, Gallery Chuan has gathered outstanding artists to integrate art, craft 
and design to present the various and artistic life.


	 Since 1999, Gallery Chuan has created exquisite artworks with inspirations of 
culture and stories to shape the beauty of land, life and memory. Having exhibited in 
Paris, London, Frankfurt, Tokyo,  Hong Kong, Shanghai, and etc., our well-received works 
have won several awards and been collected by famous cooperations worldwide. 


For more information, please contact:  

Tina Liao 

iting@gallerychuan.com 

itingliao@gmail.com
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